quaker.app
from the Quaker Meetings Network

Welcome to the
Quaker Meetings Network
Our network provides digital services to Quaker Meetings in Britain. Primarily, we provide
beautiful, modern websites for Quaker meetings of every size. We provide a bespoke website
builder that has been designed and built by Friends for Friends, that is fun to use and easy to
maintain by anyone, no matter their technical expertise. Importantly, we offer a continuous
source of support so that when roles change hands, we'll be here to support your meeting.
Since launching in early 2020, we've also grown to offer many other services and tools, which are
covered below. Our community keeps growing month-on-month and currently consists of over 65
Local and over 10 Area Quaker Meetings. We also support over 5 Recognised Quaker Bodies,
including Quaker Quest.
To not duplicate too much information, this document signposts you to resources available online
to discover more about our network.
Firstly, a brief overview of what QMN can offer your Quaker meeting can be found online at:
https://quaker.app/about
For an in-depth overview of QMN, you’ll find comprehensive details in a dedicated “White Paper”,
which will provide all the crucial information your meeting will need to consider joining QMN. You
can download this at:
https://quaker.app/about/paper

Videos
With the help of Friends from Devon, Cornwall, and Sussex West Area Meetings, and Chichester
Local Meeting, we have recorded several Zoom conversations that you will find useful. Most
Quaker meetings face the same challenges, and we hope these videos will provide many useful
insights and guidance for you if/when considering joining QMN. Our videos can be found on our
Vimeo Showcase at:
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8649241
You’ll need a password which is: quakerwebsites
The videos you can access are:
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The Origins & Purpose of QMN
In this short video, Friends from Devon AM speak with
Kealan, Keith and Alain about the origins of QMN.

Devon & Cornwall AMs discuss building new
websites on the Quaker Meetings Network
Devon and Cornwall Area Meetings had long shared a
website which had become outdated. Devon AM,
having decided to join QMN, speak to Tony from
Cornwall AM about their discernment process and
explain their choices, in the hope that Cornwall will
also join QMN (which they did!)
How Sussex West AM and Chichester LM use QMN
In this very useful video, Friends from Sussex West AM
and Chichester LM provide a demonstration to Friends
at Devon AM on how they use QMN. They show their
outreach websites and their internal “intranets”.
Sussex West runs one of the most vibrant intranets on
our network.
Websites for Quaker meetings (YMG session)
Our live recording of our hour-long session from Yearly
Meeting Gathering to a group of about 50 or so
Friends on the topic of Websites from Quaker
meetings. We talk about how QMN formed, show
some examples, discuss some of the most important
aspects, and then facilitate a 30 minute Q&A
discussion.

Testimonials
On the run-up to YMG, we asked our existing community if they would like to offer a testimonial
on our services for this document. We hope these accounts directly from our members will offer
insights beyond the written information in our paper and in our videos.

“

What a difference being part of the Quakers Meetings Network has been to our local
Meeting.
We have found the Quaker.app ideal as an Intranet for communication within the
Meeting. The Calendar helps people keep in touch and involved with Meetings and
Events that are being organised, with the venues and Zoom links kept up-to-date.
Relevant documents for the Meeting such as Notices, Agendas and Minutes of Meetings
are easily accessible for everyone who has registered with the Quaker.app.
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We have a Website, for outward facing communication on the Internet. The feature that
allows Public Events and Meetings created on the Intranet to automatically feed in to the
Website is a real asset and keeps the Website up-to-date.
The ease of constructing and editing the Website means we no longer need technical
expertise within the Meeting - anyone comfortable with a computer can create an
elegant, attractive Website which has a uniform appearance with other Quaker Meeting
websites.
The support that QMN gives is first class. They are always so helpful and responsive in
a very timely way. We feel we can relax that we are in the hands of a very professional
organisation with innovative ideas, but also an understanding of the help needed for
non-technical users.
Janet, Chichester LM

“

I’ve used two platforms previously for creating and maintaining a local meeting website.
What’s so attractive about the QMN platform is that it’s purpose-made for Quaker
meetings (so almost anything you’d want to say about your meeting can be fitted under
one of the standard page tabs) and anyone with a passing knowledge of Microsoft Word
can get to grips with it in a few hours (so once set up the responsibility for maintaining
the website can pass easily from one person to another, or be shared).
Graham, New Earswick LM

“

From an administrator of a QRB for which QMN has transformed our old moribund
website into new life, QMN are:
• Young, cool and very able
• Able to explain - even to old Fs - the ways of the Digital Planet on which they
live, move, etc
• Able to create excellent Support stuff to empower Fs to work in such new,
creative dimensions in the Quaker App & QMN Support
• Able to be very, very patient guiding idiots naive newcomers through the
complexities of their creations
• Able to create well considered new structures that are seemingly fit for purpose
[we are all Early Adopters here and now in July 2021?]
• Able to listen to problems, not all of their own making, and fix solutions
• Able to offer choices and adapt to circumstances
David, Quaker Values in Education Group (QVinE)

“

There have been many benefits from moving to QMN. We have a modern looking
website which is easily edited and kept up to date. Associated payments are
transparent and easily managed. Service from QMN has been very responsive and
patient to the needs of the only just techie. This support has removed much of the
anxiety of managing the website. But for us, perhaps the biggest benefit has been that it
has brought together as a team Friends who work on the various local meeting websites
in the Area Meeting. We have met together and been able to support each other. Thank
you QMN for all the time, effort and understanding that goes into making this happen for
us.
Adrienne, Worcestershire & Shropshire AM
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“

I first found out about QMN when they reached out to our Local Meeting through our
existing Website. Our Area Meeting had been thinking about ways we could bring all of
our LM websites under one umbrella and, after reading their White Paper, QMN seemed
a good place to investigate to see if what they offer met with our needs.
I decided to do some research and reached out first to Wandsworth Meeting who were
already members of QMN and, through them, was connected with Keith Walton who is
one of the people who helped bring QMN to life in the first place. His enthusiasm was
infectious, and he helped me understand what we would need to do to make the QMN
work for us.
QMN was very helpful in explaining in non-technical terms how and what I would need
to do to re-build our LM website. I have been looking after the running of the Brant
Broughton QM website for about 4 years now and so I do have an understanding of how
to manipulate a website and keep it up to date.
I found the QMN template very easy to understand and use and, in fact, I had
repopulated it with 90% of the information from our current website before I had
discovered the really excellent video that QMN have created that takes newcomers
through how it works, step-by-step. It did not take anything like as long to do as I had
anticipated as the QMN template was well laid out and easy to use.
There are so many things I love so far about how QMN works. Built by Quakers, for
Quakers is perhaps one of the most outstanding aspects of their group to recommend
them. They understand what Friends need from so many angles and they especially
understand the needs of Local Meetings who may or may not have someone as
experienced as I am now in their meeting to build and run a website. The QMN can help
with all aspects of that. Please understand, I am a musician, not a computer geek! With
the sort of ready laid out templates that QMN provide, it is easy enough to build your
website to reflect your meeting with no knowledge of how the nuts and bolts of it all
work in the background.
I would say, if you are worried about this aspect of re-building your website or creating a
website for the first time for you meeting, reach out to the community of QMN and the
newly formed QECN or others who have used the QMN services to find out what is
required. It is so different speaking with a Friend about websites than it is speaking with
a company who build websites with no knowledge of Quaker values or needs.
Cynthia, Brant Broughton LM

“

Quaker.app is a brilliant piece of kit and the QMN website is just right. Editing and
creating are just so easy-peasy. It shows up so well in google. We’ve had 5 enquiries to
join the MfW. Never had that with our old site.
But there is an issue: I’m convinced the quaker.app calendar would really benefit if
everyone in the meeting or at least the postholders or even all the convenors would use
it to post their events. So far, that’s not happened in our Mtg!
Anthony, Loughborough LM
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“

Esher local meeting opted for a microsite over a year ago and we are very happy with
the 'look' and functionality available: a built-in choice of photos or your own to upload,
editable basic calendar and built-in info links to the main 'Quakers in Britain' Website.
As a small meeting it is very helpful to have such a professional looking online presence.
Many of our AM's meetings also opted for a site which means there is a consistent look
across the AM and potentially nationally as well. It does mean that one of us has to be
reasonably confident in accessing and editing the site but help and guidance is always
available in the online support centre of QMN. During the covid period we have needed
to update our 'covid message' several times which was a relatively straightforward
experience.
Mona, Esher LM

“

If you have never built/created a website, QMN is for you.
If you have never built/created a website, A&Qs 27.
Shortly after QMN started I offered to create a new website for Leicester LM though
neither of the above applied to me, especially the second.
If you have ever noticed the brickwork of old houses, builders created patterns with their
bricks. That’s what you do with the QMN platform, only QMN call their bricks “sections”
and these sections come in different selectable forms. Once one has grasped the simple
fact that QMN allows you to build your website just like old builders build houses, it
does become very simple.
The adventurous part of the system comes in “manipulating” the sections to create the
look of your website and you have the freedom to be very creative.
The adventurous part is also getting Meeting Friends involved helping with the text and
to supply the photos, especially the photos; and the system gives you many options for
what you can do with them.
I hope from the above you will gather it has been fun putting together the Leicester
website, but it has not always been plain sailing and QMN have always been there as
my safety net, thank goodness.
Mike, Leicester LM

“

Winchmore Hill Quakers used a website set up at the time of our fundraising appeal. It
required a level of technical skill and commitment, and had capabilities we did not need,
We needed something simpler, and quick to set up. Quaker Meetings Network were fast
and friendly, enabling us to establish us a straightforward site which did what we
needed. We're very happy.
Stephen, Winchmore Hill LM

“

Here in Harrogate we were very pleased to discover the existence of QMN just at the
time we were considering having a website. For me as a novice it was challenge to build
the site as Covid rules meant I couldn't learn alongside someone else but I got there in
the end with some trial and improvement! We are not using all of the facilities yet but
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hope to explore them soon. The other LMs in York AM have all now joined QMN and the
websites of Friargate, New Earswick and Acomb are up and running and Thirsk is
building their site. The next step is to create a new York AM site so we can be joined
together.
Hilary, Harrogate LM

Our contact details
You can reach us by email at support@quaker.app but please do digest all the information
available (our videos, the “White Paper”, etc.) prior to getting in touch, as we hope the answers to
many questions can be found in these resources.
We hope that your Quaker meeting or group will consider joining the Quaker Meetings Network.
In Friendship,
Team QMN
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